Denver Regional Economic Development Stimulus Proposal
Following the most severe impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have a unique opportunity to
make dramatic - even disruptive - moves toward our most important goals as a City, State, and
Region of sustained growth, environmental stewardship, job creation, economic resilience,
equity, and innovation.
Downtown Denver serves as the economic and cultural center for the Denver Metropolitan
Region and a gateway for statewide business and tourism. Relative to the state and region,
Downtown has been severely impacted by COVID-19, with pedestrian foot traffic down by over
75% throughout the pandemic due to the loss of office workers and convention visitors. The
latest survey of downtown office occupancy shows less than 25% of downtown employees have
returned to the office and conventions of any size are not allowed under current public health
guidelines. The economic fallout has been dramatic: Q2 2020 retail sales were down -63% in
Downtown Denver compared with -16% in the City and County of Denver and -5% in the State
of Colorado. Nowhere in Colorado has the economic impacts of the pandemic been more acute
than in Downtown Denver.
Furthermore, the dramatic decrease in employee and visitor traffic to Downtown Denver (as
shown on the graph below where visitors are shown in blue and employees are shown in
orange) has had an outsized impact on the economic vitality of our State’s major economic hub.
While we saw a slight increase in visitor traffic to Downtown Denver during the summer months,
we are still experiencing nowhere near pre-COVID numbers. We believe that strategic economic
stimulus can help dramatically improve long-term outcomes to the City and State.

A one-time economic stimulus from the State of Colorado aimed at strategic initiatives can be a
catalyst for economic activity, driving forward new innovation, increasing the equity and
inclusiveness of our most public place in the state, and protecting the value of the billions of
private and public dollars already invested in Downtown Denver.
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The Downtown Denver Partnership proposes five stimulus projects designed to accelerate an
equitable economic recovery:
1. The 5280 Trail: Bringing people together is needed more today than ever before and
this proposed 5-mile linear park around the center of Denver will physically connect
previously disconnected neighborhoods, providing healthy outdoor opportunities for
more people while providing more pedestrian traffic for neighborhood commercial
nodes. By marking, or ‘trailblazing,’ the 5280 Trail much like other shared streets,
Colorado will deliver a much-needed short term economic stimulus and long-term
economic vitality to center city neighborhoods.
Projected Stimulus: $500,000 to mark the Trail and $30M for priority segment
development with anticipated economic impact of $500M in private investment; 750 new
jobs; $30M in annual income for the City.
2. Denver Mobility Innovation District: Denver’s position as the economic hub of the
Rocky Mountain West uniquely positions Downtown to be the home of a unique
opportunity to create a national and regional testing ground for new mobility and urban
solutions and policies. Work that has already been done in Denver around intelligent
mobility and smart growth is at the forefront of industry thinking, and Denver’s brand as
an innovation hub will create an open-collaborative ecosystem to explore urban and
mobility innovations. State stimulus will be used to develop and brand an Innovation
District in Downtown Denver. This district will become an urban testing ground to attract
tech companies, investors, manufacturers, and designers to Denver to easily test
products and prepare for launch.
Projected Stimulus: $1.5 million to catalyze $1.5 to $2 billion in public-private
partnerships and investment.
3. 16th Street Mall: The Main Street of the Rocky Mountain West is poised for a $100
million reconstruction. Colorado’s most visited tourist destination, the 16th Street Mall
will be rebuilt from building face to building face, bringing this 40-year old gem up to
modern standards. Providing stimulus to augment this project with greater amenities to
attract more visitors--local, national and international--will help create a one-of-a-kind
experience in the heart of Colorado’s Capital city.
Projected Stimulus: $10 million to leverage $100 million of public funds and $2 billion of
private investment with a projected $3.7 billion value-add impact to the regional
economy.
4. Downtown Outdoor Gathering Places: One positive learning during the pandemic is
that the public overwhelmingly supports opening streets for greater public use-recreation trails, outdoor patio dining, and pop-up activation. Investments in Larimer
Square and Glenarm Patio to create permanent, outdoor gathering spaces for dining,
shopping and gathering, will transform these spaces long-term, beloved gathering places
in Colorado attracting residents and visitors alike.
Projected Stimulus: $5 million to leverage $50 million of private investment, increased
sales tax collection for the City and State, and $10 million in annual income.
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5. The Commons on Champa: The Downtown Denver Partnership’s entrepreneurial hub
helps thousands of traditionally under-represented people pursue their dreams of
starting a business, providing great income opportunities for the entrepreneur and job
opportunities for others. The need to support small business growth and job creation is
critically important as a key component of economic recovery With five years of proven
success, The Commons on Champa is a Colorado model for reaching a wide-array of
small businesses.
Proposed Stimulus: $150,000 to support an additional 1,000 small businesses and
underserved entrepreneurs per year.
It is essential to invest one-time stimulus projects into these catalytic projects that support
center city businesses, engage multiple sectors, and provide tangible economic stimulus as well
as long term economic gains. All of these projects are shovel-ready and could be implemented
in 2021 to have immediate impact.

OVERVIEW OF SCOPE:
This proposal includes three projects that would be implemented in 2021, provide immediate
stimulus to the Colorado economy and deliver sustained economic impact long term. This
blended approach includes innovative infrastructure projects such as the 5280 Trail, regionally
significant place-based economic drivers, such as the 16th Street Mall, and innovative and
entrepreneurial projects and programs such as a Denver Mobility Innovation District and the
Commons on Champa.

5280 Trail - Building a Neighborhood - and City - Legacy
The 5280 Trail is a planned 5-mile recreational pedestrian and bicycle route encircling Denver’s
center city, connecting neighborhoods to each other and providing much needed outdoor
recreational opportunities for neighborhoods lacking in parks and open space. Building on the
fundamentals of other urban trails such as the Indianapolis Cultural Trail, Chicago’s “606”, and
the Atlanta “Beltline”, the 5280 Trail will create a linear public district of opportunity for
neighborhood stabilization and community development ultimately with the potential of attracting
billions in private investment to the state and millions of visitors from across the state and
region.
Recently completed and underway planning and design efforts have created a mix of shovelready projects around the entire route.
Program cost: This proposal identifies two potential scaled projects that achieve major
milestones for the project, as catalysts for private investment and cause for additional capital for
construction from local and federal programs.
Initial trail wayfinding and community art installations: $500,000. Installs signage and
interpretive wayfinding along the entire route and adds community art at key nodes
along the route.
Priority trail segment development; $30 million. Constructs trail to final design
specifications (decorative surface, intersection safety, lighting, landscaping, public
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seating, art etc.) in two priority segments of the route (approximately 3 miles of urban
trail), establishing major connections along the route through underserved communities
of Five Points and La Alma/Lincoln Park neighborhoods. In addition to construction
dollars, the 5280 Trail is focused on neighborhood stabilization and community
development efforts to aid in economic recovery.
Estimated job creation: 750 new jobs; Initial investment will result in thousands of jobs in the
restaurant, hospitality, tourism, construction, recreation, and development industries.
Estimated economic impact: $500M in private investment; $30M in annual income. Increased
benefits of health and mental well-being for people with greater access to quality outdoor
recreation opportunities.

Denver Mobility Innovation District
With millions of dollars of tech investment flexing from coastal cities, companies are moving to
Colorado, seeking to pair abundant access to talent with affordability, a temperate climate, and
active lifestyles. It is imperative that the state and local governments find ways to attract and
direct tech growth to employment centers with ample urban density to reduce further impacts of
sprawl on our region.
In Denver, we have a unique opportunity to create a national and regional testing ground for
new mobility and urban solutions and policies. Work that has already been done in Denver
around intelligent mobility and smart growth is at the forefront of industry thinking. This is the
time to take those programs to the next level, creating an open-collaborative ecosystem to
explore urban and mobility innovations.
State stimulus will be used to develop and brand an Innovation District in Downtown Denver.
This district will become an urban testing ground to attract tech companies, investors,
manufacturers, and designers to Denver to easily test products and prepare for launch.
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Where Colorado tech companies already have mobility and urban innovation products to
market, the Denver Innovation District will promote competition, collaboration, thought
leadership and accelerate job growth, becoming a centralized place to evaluate products,
services, and policies, and advance and implement mobility and urbanism initiatives and
strategies.
Program cost: $1.5 million - Costs include: Branding, promotion, and tech infrastructure to
identify an Urban and mobility Innovation District;
Estimated job creation: Tens of thousands of jobs in technology, mobility, hospitality, and
business services.
Estimated economic impact: $1.5 to $2 billion in public-private partnerships and investment.

16th Street Mall - Revitalization and Outdoor Activation
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Downtown Denver attracted more than 200,000 people per
day, and on any given day an average 20,000 people visit each block of the 16th Street Mall.
People looking to have fun, safe, and shared outdoor experiences on streets with restricted
private vehicle movement that allows for public gathering, patios, parks, plazas, art, and
activation. The Mall is a regional center, an inclusive public gathering place, and Denver’s
showcase to out-of-town visitors.
The 16th Street Mall, The Main Street of the Rocky Mountain West, is poised for a $100M+
reconstruction. Colorado’s most visited tourist destination, the 16th Street Mall will be rebuilt
from building face to building face, bringing this 40-year old gem up to modern
standards. Providing stimulus to augment this project with greater amenities to attract more
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visitors--local, national and international--will help create a one-of-a-kind experience in the heart
of Colorado’s Capital city.
The 16th Street Mall reconstruction project, led by the City and County of Denver, will finance
infrastructure and some streetscaping elements, such as trees and lighting, correcting major
drainage issues, and reformatting the street for pedestrian movement. However, many of the
elements that create the experience on the Mall, such as seating, vendor kiosks, and play
features are under-funded through the project.
A state stimulus to the Mall reconstruction project would provide iconic elements of the urban
landscape that make people feel safe, comfortable, and excited to linger, spend money, and
identify with the place. Furthermore, Downtown Denver would allow several streets to be
reconstructed as safe, welcoming, public plazas in our most densely visited city center in the
Midwest.
Additional investment through one-time economic stimulus could greatly impact the experience
for residents, employees, and visitors alike, ensuring that 16th Street Mall remains one of
Colorado’s most important attractions. Prior studies have concluded that these features are key
to the success of the 16th Street Mall and the businesses on the Mall. Over 60% of the
businesses on the 16th Street Mall are locally owned, small businesses and the Mall vendor
program is a launchpad for entrepreneurial restaurateurs. Since the impact of COVID-19 has
changed the way people interact in public space, it is more important than ever to ensure the
Mall is reimagined as an inclusive, outdoor gathering space for residents and visitors alike.
Funding would also help to support small businesses through construction which is expected to
begin in 2021.
Program cost: $10 million - Costs include: placemaking elements such as art, playgrounds and
play spaces, vendor kiosks, outdoor dining, and gathering spaces, marketing and branding to
support businesses during constriction, and public-space activations to support economic
recovery;
Estimated job creation: 1,500 new jobs direct new jobs in addition to hundreds of created and
sustained jobs due to business support.
Estimated economic impact: $107 million in labor income, $261 million in anticipated sales,
and $3.7 billion value-add impact to the regional economy.
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Creating Two New Gathering Places Downtown
One positive learning during the pandemic is that the public overwhelmingly supports opening
streets for greater public use--recreation trails, outdoor patio dining, and pop-up
activation. Temporary street closures at Larimer Square and Glenarm Patio have proved the
model and call for greater investment to make these spaces long-term, beloved gathering
places in Colorado.
•

Larimer Square: With its rich history and unique architecture, Larimer Square has
proven to be the perfect model for removing vehicles from the street, enabling more
room for people to social distance and enjoy the outdoor environment. Installing
permanent safety features on the 14th and 15th Street intersections will be required to
create a safe, fun, permanent space. BUDGET: $400,000

•

Glenarm Patio: As highlighted in the recent Upper Downtown Plan, while this downtown
district historically has enjoyed the highest concentration of employees and overnight
visitors across all of Colorado, the area lacks a public gathering place. By building out a
space that balances the great plaza at Union Station, downtown would be better able to
accommodate the 30,000+ daily visitors that enjoy the entirety of the 16th Street
Mall. And with the pending reconstruction of the Mall, the timing for this project is
perfect. Project details would include elevating the current street grade up to the curb
level, installing well-designed granite tile treatments, extending electric infrastructure to
accommodate events activations, project lighting systems to enliven the building walls
and more. BUDGET: $4,200,000

Program cost: $5 million
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Estimated economic impact: $50 million in private investment; increased sales tax collection,
$10 million in annual income.

The Commons on Champa Entrepreneurial Center
Entrepreneurship is a powerful force for economic development, creating 44% of new jobs and
42% of new companies, per the City & County's Denver Economic Development and
Opportunity. Yet, business creation in the US has decreased 30% in the past three decades.
The Kauffman Foundation notes, "if minorities started and owned businesses at the same rate
non-minorities do, the United States would have more than 1 million additional employer
businesses and approximately 9.5 million more jobs in the economy.” Yet only 29% of metrobusinesses are women owned (Denver Business Journal, October 31, 2019), and of the nearly
28 million small businesses in the US, only 909 were certified LGBTQ Business Enterprises
(National Center for Business Journalism, 3/6/17). There are as many Caucasian business
owners in Colorado as Latino and African American owned businesses combined (Colorado
Trust, February 3, 2016).
In addition to providing employment opportunities, entrepreneurship leads to new markets,
greater efficiencies, better products and feasible solutions to big challenges. Creating new
businesses and supporting the most vulnerable ones is more critical than ever to replace those
lost during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, from February to June, 19% of the 1.2 million
businesses that closed were black and LatinX owned. The Downtown Denver Partnership has a
legacy of supporting the startup industry and a keen focus on developing diverse
entrepreneurial business leaders through The Commons on Champa.
The Commons’ work revitalizes entrepreneurship in our communities by supporting
entrepreneurs and innovators from all industries and backgrounds, helping new businesses
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drive economic opportunity for all. 74% of people enrolled in The Commons' core programs
represent underserved communities, including women, (57% of The Commons’ participants are
female), people of color, (50% of The Commons’ participants are people of color), military
veterans, LGBTQ, and economically vulnerable individuals.

At The Commons we use the following programs to help entrepreneurs, regardless of their
stage of business development, gender, ethnicity or socioeconomic status:
•

•

•

•

Resource Partners- 300+ free, innovative entrepreneurship workshops and events
covering crowdfunding workshops, SEO/marketing classes, financial literacy, pitch
events, free legal workshops, creative business networking
Journey Program: This accelerator training includes workshops, training and
wraparound programs for underserved entrepreneurs at any stage of business creation.
Primary curriculum-based programs include:
• Will It Fly Workshop- 2.5 hour workshop offering a 10-step evaluation process
testing if a business idea will get off the ground
• Two-Day Business Bootcamp- to refine business models, including market
products, review pricing, cash flow, financing, employees and taxes.
• CO.Starters 10-Week Accelerator for New Startups- covering topics such as
marketing, scaling, infrastructure, discovering the bottom line, accounting, and
strategic planning. New cohorts start every 12 weeks.
• The Champions- Groups meet monthly for five mentor-led sessions focused on
meeting specific business challenges.
CO.mmunity Neighborhood- delivers Journey programming in target neighborhoods
such as Curtis Park/Five Points, Highland, and La Alma/Lincoln Park where unmet
demand for economic opportunity is high.
Power Hours- provide small group mentorship sessions on topics such as legal matters,
SEO, and accessing capital from subject matter and industry experts, investors, and
professionals. Four free, unique sessions are offered monthly without charge from
community partners and experts.
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•
•

•

•

Women on the Rise- hosts monthly workshops, speaker spotlights and connections for
female entrepreneurs.
Denver Economic Development + Opportunity Advisory Hours and Community
Partners, including the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, U.S. Small Business
Administration, DreamSpring, Denver Community Credit Union, and the Colorado
Enterprise Fund offer daily one-on-one advisory appointments to solve business
obstacles, guide loan processes, and review business plans.
Startup Space- Free, online platform and mobile app supporting the launch and growth
of small businesses by providing 24/7 Q&A, live chats, web-based mentorship, and the
Resource Compass, an online database of resources to help entrepreneurs scale their
businesses. Startup Space is searchable based on specific need, geographic location
within the metro region, industry, and business stage. The Commons has personally
vetted over 100 free public resources in the Denver area, all of which are on the app.
Financial Education courses, designed to help fledgling entrepreneurs understand
business economics. 108 hours of financial education is provided annually to over 500
individuals.

The Commons utilizes anonymous demographic surveys, business performance surveys and a
third-party system designed specifically for entrepreneurial ecosystem organizations to track
participation, demographics and engagement, and ultimately the progress of program
participants over time. In our Entrepreneurial Journey programs, pre- and post-program surveys
are used to establish baselines and evaluate outcomes, satisfaction and efficacy at the
individual and program levels.
Last year, we:
• Assisted 1764 small businesses through programming;
• Helped create 375 quality jobs;
• Increased revenue for small businesses by 42% ($2,823,200);
• Served 3,000 LMI or people from vulnerable populations;
• Recruited 400 underrepresented founders;
• Attracted $6,500,000 in investment/capital to entrepreneurs;
• Created 12,300 connections between entrepreneurs and financial, technical and industry
providers in the community;
• Served 17,500 people through The Commons hub.
The need for programming is more pronounced as a result of COVID-19 and its impacts,
especially as low-to-moderate income individuals have lost their jobs and need to pivot quickly
launch their business faster and more effectively in order to sustain their income while keeping
the workforce strong. More businesses means higher average incomes in communities and
equates to a decrease in income inequality. New businesses create virtually all new job growth,
including lost jobs (filling the gap) and creating more. Higher density of small businesses and
new ventures is proven to create greater resilience in the economy. Therefore, new small
businesses and new startups are imperative to accelerating our economy. With community
investment, The Commons has an opportunity to double our impact even in these trying times.
Program cost: $150,000 for one year to double our impact and support an additional 1,000
underserved entrepreneurs.
Estimated job creation: Entrepreneurs that access The Commons programming will enhance
commercial success of startup businesses, including a 20% increase in revenue, 10% increase
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in profitability (10%), and double the number of jobs created (from 2019 baseline of 300 new
jobs).
Estimated economic impact: $7 million in private investment capital, $10 million in economic
impact of new and growing businesses.
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